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Perhaps more than any other event in  

history, the coronavirus pandemic has 

highlighted just how sensitive the global 

economy is to external shocks. The same 

is true for the capital markets. The sudden 

freeze in production and consumption 

sent the global stock markets plummet

ing. Exceptions were rare, especially in the 

equity markets. And yet, initial analyses 

of the recent downswing have identified 

a recurring pattern that also emerged 

during previous crises: Companies that 

operate sustainably are more robust than 

the market average. 

This proposition sounds intuitively plau

sible. One would expect companies that 

excel in the environmental, social and cor

porate governance (ESG) spheres to reap 

more benefits than ‘just’ profits. But what 

is it that makes their business models 

more resilient in a crisis?

‘Soft’ factors in particular can often make 

the difference. Flexibility is a good exam

ple. In a recession, a company’s ability to 

adapt quickly to (sometimes dramatic) 

changes in external conditions can be the 

difference between survival and going 

under. And a company that invests in staff 

motivation – e.g. by making work as com

patible as possible with family life – will, 

in times of crisis, be more able to rely on 

the support of a committed workforce 

that is willing to accept flexible solutions. 

There are also benefits from a manage

ment perspective. A management team 

that is focused on achieving longterm, 

sustainabilityoriented goals can make 

more effective use of the greater flexi

bility afforded by a sustainable business 

model. At the end of the day, reductions 

in working hours (rather than redundan

cies) and continuing professional deve

lopment for employees support the reten

tion of valuable staff and also enable the 

company to rapidly resume production 

once the crisis is over. A side effect of this  

‘people before business’ mindset is an  

image boost. It sets the company apart 

from other businesses whose exclusive  

focus on shortterm profits may have 

been perceived by some as not for the 

common good. The reputational capital 

will continue to stand the company in 

good stead after the crisis.

From a portfolio management perspec

tive, this means taking the integration of 

sustainability and fundamental analysis 

even further – an approach that offers 

benefits before, during and beyond the 

crisis. 

This issue of engage! therefore provides 

insights into a selection of topics that our 

Sustainability and Engagement team and 

our portfolio managers have been work

ing on over the past year.

I hope you will find it inspiring.

Alexander Schindler
Member of the Board of Managing  
Directors of Union Investment

Robust in the face of crisis 
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Growth through  
innovation  

and transformation
Major global upheavals pose challenges, but they also 

present an opportunity from a sustainability perspective. 
Beneficiaries of such disruption can be a very  

attractive investment proposition.

sustainability to deliver performance. 

Risk-related considerations do play a role 

in Union Investment’s conviction approach 

to the ESG investment process and the as-

sociated portfolio. But when it comes to 

generating sustainable investment ideas, 

examining the future viability and inno-

vative strength of companies is just as  

important – if not more so. Sustainable 

fields of business that are based on an  

underlying shift in demand are particular-

ly interesting in this context, because they 

can provide long-term growth stimulus 

for individual companies.

Meat-free burgers send  
markets into overdrive

As an example, let us look at the vegan 

meat substitute products offered by Cali-

fornian food producer Beyond Meat, 

which sent the markets into overdrive in 

2019. The climate credentials of the vegan 

burgers produced by Beyond Meat are  

impressive. The production process gene-

rates 90 per cent less greenhouse gas 

emissions than that of a regular beef 

burger, and uses 46 per cent less energy.  

It also requires 93 per cent less land and 

99 per cent less water. Beyond Meat is 

therefore well placed to provide solutions 

that address the global food crisis and 

limi ted resources from multiple angles. 

But Beyond Meat is by no means the only 

provider of vegan meat substitute pro-

ducts. A plethora of competitors are all 

pushing into this market at the same 

time.

This clearly shows that innovative and 

sustainable products can open up promis-

ing new growth markets, especially if 

they are boosted by a shift in demand. 

But who will gain an edge over the other 

competitors?

The aim of Union Investment’s conviction 

approach to ESG investment is to identify 

individual companies whose business 

model and performance are supported 

particularly strongly by sustainable pro-

ducts and promising business fields. This 

makes sustainable structural concepts for 

growth accessible for investors. The range 

of ESG topics with relevance for the future 

and potential investment opportu nities  

is wide – from the production of renewa-

ble fuels to electrical engineering for  

eco- friendly facilities management and 

the historically much-mocked segment of  

natural cosmetics. This proves that ESG  

promote innovation and thereby enable 

future growth. But what trends have the 

potential to set new standards or even 

cause a shift in market conditions? Com-

prehensive sustainability research can 

help to identify, at an early stage, oppor-

tunities for growth from which investors 

can benefit in the years to come. 

Sustainability assessments thus act not 

only as a means of highlighting and miti-

gating risk but also as a catalyst for new 

investment opportunities. Selecting 

promising sustainable investments thus 

requires a particularly high degree of 

‘conviction’ – i.e. a belief in the power of 

S ome issues can be so momentous 

that they force entire sectors of  

the economy to transform: climate 

change, scarcity of natural resources 

and – most recently – the coronavirus 

pandemic are just a few examples. Nuan-

ced ‘answers’ need to be found for each 

of these problems. Often, solutions have 

their origin in the field of innovative sus-

tainable pro ducts and services. When  

assessing companies and their growth 

prospects, it therefore makes sense to put 

more emphasis than before on sustain-

ability aspects. Above and beyond a pure 

ESG score, a comprehensive company  

and market analysis should also include  

a macroeconomic (market) assessment. 

What lines of business constitute poten-

tial future growth markets if global trans-

formation trends are taken into account? 

What new markets could be opened up 

as a result of such transformations? 

Companies must be able to adapt and  

respond to changes in their respective 

field of business. The objective must be to 

Mathias Christmann
Research & Investment Strategy  

at Union Investment

“Sustainability assessments thus 
act not only as a means of high-
lighting and mitigating risk but 

also as a catalyst for new invest-
ment opportunities.”

research is not merely a risk management 

instrument but rather a tool that can help 

to identify new investment opportunities 

at an early stage by means of a systematic 

process. Particularly innovative companies 

that offer sustainable solutions to global 

problems are therefore crucial compo-

nents of Union Investment’s conviction- 

based ESG portfolio. 

Source: Union Investment, as at April 2020.
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Powerless 
creditors?

In terms of their ESG performance, govern- 
ments are much harder to assess than com-

panies. And the ways in which investors 
can exert influence on sovereign issuers 

are also more limited. But they do exist.

F or a long time, government bonds from industrial-

ised countries were regarded as safe havens. But 

the sovereign debt crisis in Europe showed that 

even industrialised economies with above-average sus-

tainability scores can be volatile and thus carry a risk of 

significant expansions in spreads. Several studies have 

identified correlations between credit risks and deficien-

cies regarding environmental, social and governance 

(ESG) aspects – in industrialised countries as well as in 

emerging and developing economies. One such study, 

focusing on the impact of corruption on government 

bonds, was carried out by Dr Mauricio Vargas and Florian 

Sommer from Union Investment. 

There are also many other ESG factors that can have  

an impact on economic growth and affect the perfor-

mance of a country’s government bonds (see illustra-

tion). Corruption makes countries function less effec-

tively. Social tensions can also arise from environmental 

destruction or an inadequate healthcare system. Result-

ing outbreaks of unrest can have a tangible effect on  

investors. Assessing countries with regard to ESG aspects 

also enables investors to gain a more comprehensive  

understanding of the investment risks associated with 

individual countries. 

Brazil ablaze: The forest fires that 

devastated Brazil in the summer of 

2019 were also a manifestation of 

the lack of political focus on sustain-

ability issues in one of the world’s 

top five emerging economies. 

engage! 2020
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“Ultimately, governments are different 
from issuers of other asset classes in that 

their most important stakeholders are 
not the investors but their citizens.”

Johannes Böhm
ESG Analyst in Portfolio Management  

at Union Investment

How can investors obtain information? 
How can they effect change?

Investors in this market face two fundamental challenges. 

How can they obtain as accurate a picture as possible of 

the sustainability of a country? (See also ‘Emerging mar-

kets in the spotlight’, p. 18 onwards.) And how can they 

exert influence and encourage countries to improve their 

sustainability performance? “Ultimately, governments 

are different from issuers of other asset classes in that 

their most important stakeholders are not the investors 

but their citizens,” explains Johannes Böhm, ESG analyst 

in portfolio management at Union Investment. “This 

means that the government has to account for its actions 

only to its citizens, and not to investors. There are also 

fewer channels available through which influence can be 

exerted – no annual general meeting where shareholders 

can exercise their rights.” In addition, decisions on sus-

tainability issues rarely fall within the remit of the state 

treasury department issuing the government bonds. 

Availability of data is the first problem: governments that 

make standardised and reliable ESG data available are an 

exception rather than the norm. Investors thus have to  

resort to studies conducted by non-governmental organi-

sations (selected examples are listed in the bottom half  

of the illustration on the left). “Another factor is that this 

type of data is typically not comparable with the almost 

real-time nature of share prices. The insights available to 

investors come with a degree of time lag and imprecision 

that often necessitates further self-directed research,” 

Böhm points out. For this purpose, Union Investment uses 

its own sustainability platform SIRIS and analyses addi-

tional information, some of which is gathered by speak-

ing directly to representatives of the relevant countries. 

Collecting information is also a way of initiating an  

engagement process with countries. This is a relatively 

new discipline for Union Investment’s asset managers 

and at this stage, there is limited experience available to 

draw on. But Böhm also emphasises that when it comes 

to engagement with states, there is no such thing as a 

‘standard case’. The country-specific findings and the 

channels used to communicate with governments are far 

too varied. Brazil, one of the five most significant emerg-

ing markets in the world, can be used as a case study. 

Since Jair Messias Bolsonaro became president of Brazil 

on 1 January 2019, there have been changes in many  

areas of policy. An in-depth analysis conducted by Union  

Investment examined the extent to which these changes 

have adversely impacted the country’s sustainability.  

The study was commissioned against the backdrop of the 

forest fires that ravaged Brazil and several other South 

American countries in the summer and autumn of 2019 

and dominated the news headlines for many weeks. 

A nuanced examination of the forest fires

To this end, Union Investment contacted the Brazilian 

federal environmental agency (IBAMA), which proved 

very forthcoming in answering a whole host of questions. 

Our in-depth research revealed that these forest fires  

are an annually recurring phenomenon that takes place 

primarily during the dry season from July to December.  

A statistical assessment showed a slight increase in these 

fires in 2019 compared with the previous year. Relative to 

2010, 2007 and the early 2000s, however, the 2019 fires 

were actually noticeably smaller. But in light of a relaxa-

tion in environmental policy standards under the current 

Brazilian government, the forest fire season of 2019 
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could nonetheless mark the start of a more prolonged 

upward trend in deforestation. The increase in forest 

fires in 2019 was partially attributable to illegal slash-

and-burn practices, which have intensified significantly. 

According to IBAMA, the government is planning to 

adopt new strategies and a five-point plan to address 

this issue. 

“We critically examined this and further information  

provided by IBAMA, and checked it against other availa-

ble information,” says Böhm. However, some of the fig-

ures cited in the agency’s answers could not be conclu-

sively verified. “All things considered, we have not found 

evidence that the Brazilian government is pursuing an 

ambitious, long-term forest protection strategy. In light 

of the half-hearted approach to environmental policy  

taken by the current Brazilian government, we are in fact 

concerned that the loss of rainforest could worsen in the 

coming years,” concludes Böhm. If the current trend to-

wards a relaxation of environmental protection regula-

tion in Brazil is not halted, there is also a significant risk 

that the country will fail to reach its climate action targets 

on reforestation and, as a result, fail to fulfil the nationally 

determined contributions (NDC) to carbon emission re-

duction targets. This would put Brazil in breach of its 

commitments under the Paris climate agreement. 

A satellite image of South America shows the scale of the fires across Brazil and its neighbouring countries between 

15 and 22 August 2019.

Johannes Böhm
ESG Analyst in  
Portfolio Management
johannes.boehm@ 
union-investment.de

How does Union Investment as a fiduciary asset 

manager incorporate the findings of such ESG 

analyses in its investment process for govern-

ment bonds? Ultimately, we can always exclude 

a country from our portfolio as a measure of last 

resort, but this also makes further engagement 

all but impossible. Exclusion or disinvestment is 

therefore not our first choice of action. The fact 

that we hold a large pool of assets in trust gives 

us a certain amount of influence. Some coun-

tries also actively try to attract investors in the 

run-up to a new primary market issue. This can 

be a way in and an opportunity for us address 

topics such as sustainability issues. In addition, 

we can use platforms like the UN PRI and further 

existing channels to pursue engagement activi-

ties together with other investors in order to  

expand our influence. This requires diplomatic 

skill and tact. Engagement with governments 

also involves a lot of independent critical re-

search. For this purpose, it is important not to 

rely exclusively on information from the daily 

news coverage, which can only ever be a snap-

shot. A comprehensive overview is needed to 

gain a full picture that can be used to assess the 

sustainability of a country and incorporate it in 

our investment process. Over the course of his-

tory, there have been numerous instances of in-

fluential private financiers like the Fugger family 

and the Rothschilds trying to exert influence 

over European rulers – with varying degrees of 

success. Today, just like back then, engagement 

in the sovereign debt sector is proving to be an 

extremely complex undertaking – much more so 

than in the equity or corporate bond markets.

Engagement with 
govern ments is a  
balancing act

#World Bank, Finance, Competitiveness and 
 Innovation Global Practice (FCI GP)

FCI GP is part of the World Bank’s long-term finance team, which focuses on  
providing policy advice on sustainable finance. 

Dr Ekaterina Gratcheva
Lead Financial Officer, 
World Bank (FCI GP),  
Washington D. C.

Ms Gratcheva, how common is it for investors in  
sove reign debt instruments to pursue engagement  
activities with issuers?  
Interest in ESG topics is growing noticeably among investors, includ-

ing in the sovereign debt sector – as the example of green bonds 

shows. But active engagement with sovereign issuers on ESG-related 

topics is still in its infancy. We are also observing that levels of ESG 

awareness and integration of ESG factors differ substantially be-

tween industrialised countries and emerging economies.

What aspects are particularly important in engagement 
activities with sovereign issuers? 
Engagement with sovereign issuers is much more complex than  

engagement with companies. One challenge is that sovereign issu-

ers – especially those from emerging economies – often lack a clear 

understanding of relevant ESG issues. And in most cases, there is no 

well-established method for assessing the impact of ESG factors on 

the default risk of government bonds. At the World Bank, we are 

working intensively on promoting the integration of ESG factors in 

investment and bond issuance processes globally and making the  

financial system more sustainable. 

Will sovereign debt investment combined with  
engagement remain a specialist discipline?  
Investors are currently a step ahead of bond issuers when it comes 

to ESG integration, but we have noticed that sovereign debt offices 

are becoming more aware of these topics and also more willing to 

take action. However, genuine ESG integration is very complex from 

a technical point of view. As a result, it is currently primarily applied 

by highly advanced and forward-looking investors. Against the back-

drop of the COVID-19 crisis, the World Bank and its Finance Global 

Practice Team are working very hard to support country clients. But 

we also regard this crisis as an opportunity to gain a better under-

standing of market and investor behaviours and of the impact of sus-

tainability-related measures on financial performance. 
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O ne architectural concept enjoy-

ing a particular upsurge in popu-

larity – not least because of the 

renewed interest sparked by the 100th  

anniversary of the Bauhaus movement in 

2019 – is the use of prefabricated modular 

units. Despite the bad reputation earned 

from their association with Soviet-era 

housing blocks, these units are now being 

rediscovered as a solution for functional 

housing in inner-city locations. “Standard-

ised construction does not necessarily 

have to mean low-quality mass-produced 

housing, like the many bad examples from 

the 1970s and 80s. These properties can 

become sustainable investments if the 

right quality standards are applied in the 

selection of materials and with regard to 

emissions reduction and energy efficien-

cy,” says Duy Ton, a senior portfolio mana-

ger in the ESG team at Union Investment. 

The demand for such properties is likely  

to grow as a result of the climate action 

plans of the German government, given 

that direct and indirect emissions from 

buildings account for 20 per cent of glob-

al greenhouse gases. 

New concepts for affordable 
and sustainable housing

Whether designed as point blocks, peri-

meter blocks or terraces, or as units with 

balcony or deck access, these buildings 

are planned and manufactured on pro-

duction lines in a variety of sizes and  

can be slotted into existing urban spaces. 

They offer a number of advantages, one 

being that they perform a social func-

tion by allowing affordable new rental 

pro per ties to be created within a short 

space of time in inner-city areas where  

Increasing numbers of property developers 
are responding to the growing housing 

shortage with standardised house-building 
solutions that intelligently combine social 

and environmental aspects. Properly costed,
such projects offer profit potential.

The renaissance 
of the prefab

This concept is based on the 
idea of building blocks, but 
also takes building culture 
and the adaptability of build-
ings to different locations 
into account. At the same 
time, it endeavours to deliver 
the highest possible quality 
in terms of architecture and 
urban planning.  

# Modular  
construction
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housing is scarce. Given the notable 

yield compression within the residential 

property segment, modular develop-

ment projects of this kind in urban cen-

tres offer investors an opportunity to  

invest in property that has both income 

and capital growth poten  tial. However, 

this requires the buildings to meet cer-

tain criteria with regard to location and 

quality. They must also meet the highest 

possible sustainability standards, which 

include the façades being thermally insu-

lated in accordance with the stipulations 

of the Energy Conservation Ordinance 

(EnEV), the use of thermal insulation 

composite systems, windows being 

made of thermally insulated glass, and 

the installation of eco-friendly heating 

systems. When incorporated into the 

concept from the outset, such measures 

also reduce the need for subsequent  

refurbishment in order to meet environ-

mental regulations. They also reduce the 

risk to investors of being unable to com-

mand higher rent levels or the full sale 

price because the properties no longer 

comply with current environmental 

standards.

Residential property  
developers are specialising

Innovative solutions that combine afford-

ability with social and eco-friendly aspects 

are increasingly common in German cities. 

Developers include Vonovia, an exchange- 

listed company that started out as a con-

ventional property management company 

but has recently taken a major step into 

the housing development market with  

the purchase of the Austrian firm BUWOG 

AG. Another player is Essen- based Instone 

Real Estate, a pure developer without  

any property management aspirations. 

Going forward, both Vonovia and Instone 

intend to focus on scaling up the construc-

tion of prefabricated and modular homes 

that meet general affordability require-

ments.

Vonovia sees potential for around 35,000 

factory-built modular units that could be 

realised in the coming years by filling in 

gaps between existing buildings, increas-

ing density or adding additional storeys 

onto properties. 

Time savings – an added bonus
Modular vs non-prefab construction

Completion Completion

Non-prefab

Modular

Non-prefab construction time

Modular construction time 0% 40  %

Construction pit & foundations Non-prefab

Modular

60% time saved = return on investment

Non-prefab0% 100%

Ready for use

Construction work, interior work, 
building services engineering,  
fixtures and fittings

Prefabrication:  
Construction of steel structure,  
interior work, building services  
engineering, fixtures and fittings

Assembly

Modular

Non-prefab

Modular

Modular

Source: ADK Modulraum GmbH.

60%
Modular methods reduce construction 

time by up to 60 per cent compared with 
non-prefab construction.

Modular-style new builds in Reick, a suburb of Dresden, 

and in Frankfurt. This construction approach has become 

widely used as a smart way of condensing inner-city 

housing in an economically viable way without compro-

mising on quality. 
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This opens up new opportunities for in-

creasing housing density within inner  

cities and creating further growth in the 

otherwise high-price property sector. In 

addition to the low cost and consequent-

ly greater affordability of modular con-

struction, it also offers environmental 

benefits. “The growing proportion of  

Vonovia’s rental income growth account-

ed for by new-build activity is just the  

beginning of what we believe will be a 

long-term trend,” predicts Duy Ton. “A 

greater contribution from new develop-

ments could offset the decline in market- 

driven growth and growth generated by 

modernisation – in both cases as a result 

of regulatory pressure – and thus secure 

future profit growth.” (see chart) 

Contribution to Vonovia’s rental income growth
Rental income growth picked up significantly between Q1 2018 and Q2 2019

Source: Own calculations based on information from the 2019 annual report of Vonovia.

  5.1% 
from new 
developments

  8.1% 
market-driven 
growth

 Market-driven  Modernisation  New developments

Q3 2018

36.6%

61.0%

2.4%

Q4 2018

29.5%

65.9%

4.5%

Q1 2019

30.0%

65.0%

5.0%

Q2 2019

30.0%

62.5%

7.5%

Q3 2019

30.0%

62.5%

7.5%

Q4 2019

28.2%

59.0%

12.8%

Duy Ton
Senior ESG Portfolio Manager 
at Union Investment
Duy.Ton@ 
union-investment.de

In a property market that has already become 

overheated in many towns and cities, standard-

ised, production-line construction of housing  

in urban locations offers investors an opportu-

nity to enter this segment at a realistic price 

with income potential. If developers and archi-

tects integrate ESG criteria, particularly the en-

vironmental and social aspects, into their pro-

jects, the quality, lifespan and potential capital 

gains on such properties increase. However, the 

increasing proportion of rental income growth 

accounted for by these types of new develop-

ment in recent times suggests that other resi-

dential property companies risk coming under 

further pressure unless they shift their strategic 

positioning. Despite the current environment  

of low yields and regulation of rental prices, we 

are confident that the future of the residential 

property development sector holds solid oppor-

tunities both from a financial perspective and  

in terms of social and environmental aspects.

ESG as an answer to  
low yields

#ULI
The Urban Land Institute (ULI) is run by its members and was founded as a chari-
table research and education organisation in Washington D.C. in 1936. Today,  
the ULI is one of the most active networks in the sector – a global think tank that 
provides a platform to discuss and realise opportunities in urban development  
in a collaborative and interdisciplinary way.

Ms Baden, ULI recently published a research report  
on affordable housing, especially in the mid-range 
price segment at European level. What role does  
construction based on large-scale prefabrication play  
in this context?
We examined this aspect as part of the wider field of modern  

methods of construction (MMC). It is a topic for the future which 

combines opportunities in housing construction and value creation.  

In the specific case of providing housing for medium-income house-

holds, construction based on large-scale prefabrication can be a 

supporting element. The availability of building plots or existing 

(heritable) building rights and the price of land are key factors in 

this context. But as this method offers environmental and economic 

benefits, it can be used very effectively to provide housing. 

What are the biggest risks and opportunities for  
residential real estate investors in this segment?
First, the prefabrication plants have to be set up and operated  

profitably. In addition, the operators have to build expertise in the 

planning of large-scale prefab projects. These investments are spec-

ulative, come with a certain financial threshold and take some time 

to pay off. But provided this method continues to deliver good re-

sults, there are some obvious advantages – most notably the speed 

at which projects can be completed and thus generate cash flows, 

and the fact that high-quality components can be constructed in  

a resource-efficient manner.

How is this segment of sustainable construction  
going to evolve in future?
Of course, we are hoping to see positive effects on urban spaces  

and are curious as to whether we will start to see this method being 

adopted for mixed-use projects with an element of public use. 

Moreover, we hope that a rise in the market share of large-scale  

prefabrication and assembly will not result in valuable building ex-

pertise and craftsmanship being neglected. But new production 

methods can also promote innovation in technology and project  

development.

Stephanie Baden
Executive Director 
ULI Germany/Austria/Switzerland
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Emerging markets 
in the spotlight

Emerging markets typically offer greater potential for 
growth than industrialised economies. But is investing 

in companies from emerging and developing economies 
really compatible with sustainability objectives?

A helicopter scatters thousands of 

flower petals over the site of the Vale 

dam disaster in memory of more than 

250 people who died in the incident.
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Rescue teams search for  
survivors after the dam at 
the Córrego do Feijão iron 
ore mine collapsed. Just 
four years earlier, a similar 
incident at another iron  
ore mine operated by Vale 
in the same federal state  
of Brazil killed 19 people.

# Dam collapse

A t around midday on 25 January 

2019, a colossal mud slide extin-

guished all life near the Brazilian 

town of Brumadinho. The tragedy at the 

Córrego do Feijão iron ore mine occurred 

when the dam of a reservoir containing 

highly toxic mining waste sludge collapsed. 

At least 256 people lost their lives and the 

ecosystem of the Paraopeba river was de-

stroyed. Vale, the mining company that 

operated the dam, was held accountable 

and in July 2019, a court ruled that the 

company was liable for all damage caused 

by the disaster. The total value of the dam-

age could not be accurately quan ti fied in 

time for the ruling. As a result, com pany 

assets of a value equivalent to €2.5 billion 

were frozen to ensure that potential 

claims for damages could be met. 

This disaster was first and foremost a  

human tragedy, but it is also an example 

of the impact that unsustainable business 

practices can have in terms of occupatio-

nal health and safety and environmental 

protection. And this was not the first dam 

collapse for which Vale was held liable. 

The company has therefore been exclud-

ed from the investment universe of Union 

Investment’s sustainable investment 

funds for several years. Following the  

Brumadinho dam collapse, the portfolio 

managers decided to exclude Vale from 

all of Union Investment’s fund products.

Who pays the price  
of growth? 

Cases like that of Vale are not all that  

rare in the emerging markets (EM). This 

can create the impression that economic 

growth in emerging economies is pur-

sued at the expense of the environment 

and the local people. The resulting envi-

ronmental disasters and social conflicts 

and the associated reputational damage 

suffered by companies pose a risk for in-

vestors. Due to the lack of transparency 

provided by companies and the challeng-

ing circumstances that less developed 

countries face with respect to sustain-

ability, for example in the field of power 

generation, it has been a long-held belief 

that sustainability and emerging markets 

are incompatible. 

Growing importance of  
emerging markets 

The significance of sustainability has 

grown across all asset classes. It is thus  

becoming increasingly difficult to leave 

the emerging markets aside in this con-

text, especially considering that develop-

ing and emerging economies contribute 

more than half of global GDP and make 

up three quarters of the world’s land 

mass. “The BRIIC countries are some of 

the fastest-growing economies in the 

world. This trend is going to continue 

and, on this basis, they will most likely be 

dominating the ranking of the world’s 

largest economies by 2050,” says Dijana 

Bogdanovic, ESG analyst at Union Invest-

ment. Expected energy and resource con-

sumption in these countries will continue 

to rise. “This shows that by improving 

their sustainability levels, emerging econ-

omies could make a crucial positive con-

tribution that would probably far exceed 

the contributions of industrialised coun-

tries,” concludes Bogdanovic. 

Sustainability role models

More recently, there has been some real 

progress in the emerging markets. In  

China, environmental targets are now  

almost as high a priority as economic 

growth. Since 2016, the Chinese govern-

ment has been pursuing the implemen-

tation of a green finance system as a stra-

tegic development model. 

Companies have also started to see  

oppor tunities in greater sustainability. 

The Chinese bus manufacturer Yutong 

Bus, for example, was quick to recognise 

battery-powered buses for city transport 

as a trend. It developed well-designed 

models and has gained a large market 

share in this segment. At the same time, 

employees participate disproportionately 

strongly in the financial success of the 

company and are thus highly motivated 

to continue to innovate and improve the 

quality of production. Indonesia’s Bank 

Rakyat is another positive example. As 

an important provider of microloans, it 

supports small farmers and communities 

at affordable rates whilst also operating 

an adequately risk-managed and profita-

ble business. 

Sustainable EM funds are  
challenging

For investors, the key question is how 

they can gain a suitably clear understand-

ing of the environmental, social and gov-

ernance (ESG) impact of the operations of 

companies in the EM equity and bond 

markets, beyond the basic level of eco-

nomic core data. “Sustainable EM funds 

present fund companies with completely 

new challenges. It is not possible to sim-

ply use a carbon copy of the investment 

processes that have been used for indus-

trialised economies so far,” explains Bog-

danovic. In fact, only a small number of 

sustainable EM funds comprising equities, 

corporate bonds or government bonds 

are currently offered in the market. 

“A closer look at the securities contained 

in these funds often results in disappoint-

ment. They do invest in emerging mar-

kets, but sustainability seems to play only 

a minor part in the selection process,”  

Bogdanovic continues. “Sustainable   

The ten biggest economies in 2050
Projected GDP at purchasing power parity (2016, US$ billion).

Source: PwC – “The Long View – How will the global economic order change by 2050?” (February 2017).

China

India

US

Indonesia

Brazil

Russia

Mexico

Japan

Germany

UK

58,499

44,128

34,102

7,131

7,540

10,502

6,863

6,779

6,138

5,369

Emerging markets (EM)
Around two dozen countries account for ap
proximately 60 per cent of global economic 
output and 70 per cent of global economic 

growth. EMs are involved in more than 
50 per cent of global trade. The 20 largest 
economies in the world now include more 
emerging economies than industrialised 

countries.

Source: Absolute Research 2019. 

 Emerging markets

 Industrialised countries

This acronym stands for Bra-
zil, Russia, India, Indonesia 
and China. Jim O’Neil, then 
Chief Economist of Goldman 
Sachs, coined the term BRIC 
in 2001 as a collective name 
for the economically most 
important emerging mar-
kets. Indonesia was later  
included in the acronym.

# BRIIC
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investment in emerging markets is not  

a contradiction in itself. But existing in-

vestment processes need to be adjusted 

to take account of the idiosyncrasies of 

these countries.” On the plus side, tighter 

regulatory disclosure requirements and 

pressure from investors towards greater 

sustainability are also having an increas-

ingly noticeable effect in the emerging 

markets. As a result, the basis of data 

available for sustainability assessments  

is also growing for these economies. 

Comparing securities from 
emerging markets and indus-
trialised economies

In order to determine how reliable the 

sustainability assessments of EMs now  

are compared with those of industrialised 

countries, Bogdanovic and the Sustain-

ability and Engagement team at Union  

Investment conducted a comparative 

analysis of different types of quantitative 

approach to exclusion criteria and Union 

Investment sustainability scores in 2019. 

Seven indices and three funds were inclu-

ded in the comparison to represent the 

different asset classes (equities, corporate 

bonds and government bonds) from the 

emerging economies and industrialised 

countries. 

Energy, commodities and  
utilities are the most  
problematic sectors

Surprisingly, the findings confirmed that 

the rates of company exclusions from 

sustainable retail funds are broadly on  

a par for emerging markets and indus-

trialised countries. Companies from  

developing and emerging markets are 

most often excluded due to operations 

involving coal and because of controver-

sies in connection with corruption and 

fraud, environmental issues or human 

rights. The energy sector, commodities, 

raw materials and supplies and the  

utility sector are therefore regarded  

as particularly problematic. 
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Weak governance and 
a different attitude towards  
business practices

The sustainability scores of companies 

from the emerging markets are, on ave-

rage, lower than those of industrialised 

countries, although the difference is rel-

atively small. Developing and emerging 

economies seem to perform particularly 

poorly in the governance category, a 

fact that is probably closely linked to lim-

ited regulation and, to some extent, the 

inadequate implementation of existing 

regulatory requirements. However, it is 

striking that controversy-related scores 

are in most cases higher in emerging 

economies than in industrialised coun-

tries. Possible explanations are that data 

coverage on certain aspects is still limit-

ed and that there might be cultural dif-

ferences in what is perceived as contro-

versial business practices of companies. 

Information regarding the severity of 

controversies should therefore be treat-

ed merely as a first indication. 

Positive example: Indonesia’s Bank  

Rakyat supports small farmers with  

microloans at affordable rates, whilst 

also operating an adequately risk- 

managed and profitable business.

Dijana Bogdanovic
ESG Analyst in the Sustain
ability and Engagement 
team in Portfolio Manage
ment at Union Investment
dijana.bogdanovic@ 
union-investment.de

Equities and  
corporate bonds are 
easier to analyse

ESG issues are more commonplace in the 

emerging markets than in developed countries. 

A negative screening can help investors to 

avoid the associated risks. This was also the  

underlying thought that motivated our recent 

launch of a dedicated sustainable EM equity 

fund. Our analysis of exclusion criteria and UI 

sustainability ratings in the three asset classes 

of EM equities, EM credit products and EM  

government bonds is only an initial snapshot.  

It is based on a relatively small selection of 

funds and indices and we are therefore treating 

it purely as a first approach to the topic. Further, 

more in-depth research will be required in order 

to gain a greater understanding and reach a  

position from which further findings can be  

derived. What we already know, however, is 

that among the EM asset classes, too, equities 

and corporate bonds are easier to assess in 

terms of ESG criteria due to a greater availabili-

ty of data and are thus more accessible as in-

vestments. But when interpreting the available 

information, it is important to scrutinise the 

specific context, relevant peers and the particu-

lar sustainability issue of the case in hand. In 

light of the many persistent challenges at vari-

ous analytical levels, it is therefore especially 

important to carefully put the individual securi-

ties into a wider sustainability-related context.

Dustin Neuneyer
PRI Head of Germany & Austria 

#PRI – Principles for Responsible Investment
The PRI is an independent global investor initiative focusing on responsible  
investing. Union Investment has been a signatory of the PRI since 2010.

Mr Neuneyer, how widely available are opportunities for 
sustainable equity investments in emerging markets?
Developing and emerging markets play a crucial role in global value 

creation. Most commodities and goods intended for sale in countries 

with high income per capita are produced and processed in develop-

ing and emerging economies. This offers great opportunities but 

equally entails great risks.

What are the biggest obstacles in your opinion?
Developing and emerging countries often have low or no defined 

environmental, labour and social standards; compliance with exist-

ing standards may be poorly monitored and non-compliance rarely 

investigated and sanctioned. In addition, bribery, corruption and 

structural mismanagement can compromise investments and their 

performance. Supposedly lucrative production and investment 

strategies may be threatened by unforeseen costs or even default. 

And investors also run a risk of becoming entangled in incidents  

and situations that they would rather not be associated with.

Do you see growth potential for this type of investment 
in the future?
Absolutely – but it is advisable to proceed with caution. Investors 

who merely take account of applicable local standards and regula-

tion effectively turn a blind eye to the aforementioned risks. They 

take a gamble and have to hope for the best. It is therefore gene-

rally advisable to apply a higher standard than just the local require-

ments. This is about positioning yourself and hedging against risks, 

both financially and with regard to social considerations. A compre-

hensive, sustainable investment approach combines financial analy-

sis and ESG criteria and establishes correlations between them. 

Higher risks can entail higher costs. The integration of ESG criteria 

should ideally help to ensure that this is balanced with higher yields 

and thoroughly hedged investments. The PRI has published guide-

lines for investors on this topic entitled ‘Managing ESG Risks in the 

Supply Chains of Private Companies and Assets’.
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L ufthansa and its subsidiary Swiss announced 

plans to use a biofuel made from waste fats 

on their long-haul flights from San Francisco 

to Frankfurt and Munich. Zurich airport recently 

achieved a first when it flew guests to the 50th World 

Economic Forum in Davos in a business aircraft pow-

ered by a blend of biofuel and conventional kerosene. 

News like this from January 2020 shows that fresh  

approaches are being taken to make aviation more 

climate-friendly. 

But in March 2020, worldwide air travel effectively  

came to a standstill due to the coronavirus crisis. As 

far as we can tell at this stage, the scale of the impact 

of the current crisis means that the industry will be 

considerably slower to recover than in previous crises. 

But passenger and flight numbers are expected to 

rise again in the long term. Before the COVID-19  

crisis, the International Air Traffic Association (IATA) 

predicted annual global revenue increases of 3.7 per 

cent up to 2037, which would have made aviation the 

most rapidly growing source of greenhouse gases. 

According to projections from the United Nations, 

this could have seen air travel overtake power gene-

ration as the largest producer of carbon emissions. 

The industry may undergo consolidation in the wake 

of the coronavirus crisis and subsequent growth may 

be slower than originally anticipated, but this does 

not change the fact that crucial investment and inno-

vation is needed for the aviation industry to make its 

contribution to the achievement of global climate 

goals. The development of innovative approaches to 

reducing CO2 emissions in aviation must not be post-

poned or abandoned, despite the challenging finan-

cial conditions that the sector is facing at present.

High time to take action – but how?

“If the aviation sector wants to maintain its funda-

mentally positive prospects in the long term, it must 

decouple future growth in the volume of traffic from 

the associated emissions,” says Anne-Katrin Leonard, 

ESG analyst at Union Investment. In light of increas-

ing regulatory requirements regarding carbon pric-

ing, the international aviation industry has made a 

first step by committing to the target of halving its 

net carbon emissions by 2050 compared with levels 

from 2005. But it remains a problem that the aviation 

industry’s carbon reduction targets do not go far 

enough to bring the EU’s and UK’s goals of keeping 

global warming below two degrees Celsius and be-

coming climate-neutral by 2050 within reach.

It seems that the only way of achieving the EU’s objec-

tive of net zero emissions by 2050 is through additio-

nal compensation measures or regulatory caps on 

growth. “There will be no way around a significant  

reduction in carbon emissions for the industry, and 

the more it can achieve of its own accord, the less it 

will be burdened with compensation payments and 

regulatory intervention,” predicts Leonard. Interde-

pendencies between various factors play a key part  

in this context. One factor is scope for efficiency im-

provements in aircraft construction by enhancing  

aerodynamic properties and reducing the weight of 

planes. The systematic use of innovative technologies 

and climate-friendly fuels is another important lever. 

There are two options for sustainable aviation fuel 

(SAF) that do not require an extensive redesign of  

existing propulsion technology. For the time being, 

these would most likely be blended with   

The aviation sector is searching for 
ways to achieve net zero emissions. In 

times of tightening regulation and so-
cial activism to protect the climate, is it 

possible to generate carbon-neutral 
growth in aviation?

The quest  
to reinvent flying
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conventional kerosene due to cost considerations  

and limited availability. The ratios of the blend would 

depend on the production method.

Electricity-powered kerosene  
production

A possible substitute for fossil fuels could be a syn-

thetic fuel produced using the power-to-liquid (PtL) 

method with renewable energy as an input. Electric-

ity from renewable sources such as wind, solar or  

hydroelectric power is used to extract hydrogen from 

water via electrolysis in a climate-friendly way. The 

hydrogen is then combined with CO2 from the air to 

create synthetic oil and also kerosene. These oils are 

similar to crude oil and are absolutely suitable for 

use as aircraft fuel and also as fuel for trucks and 

ships. As the CO2 released during the flight was pre-

viously taken from the air to produce the fuel, the 

process is carbon-neutral overall (see illustration).

Electricity-powered kerosene production has already 

been tested and is feasible from a technical point of 

view. According to studies conducted by the Interna-

tional Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), replacing 

regular kerosene with alternative green fuels should 

be possible by 2050, provided that around 170 new 

PtL production plants are constructed every year.  

According to experts, large volumes of PtL fuel could 

be produced most cost-effectively in countries with 

naturally sunny and/or windy weather and good con-

ditions for hydropower generation. 

In Norway, a major new facility at Heroya industrial 

park will start to produce climate-neutral oil on an 

industrial scale in 2020.

Kerosene from waste fats

Hydroprocessed esters and fatty acids synthetic par-

affinic kerosene (HEFA-SPK), the biofuel mentioned 

at the beginning of this article, is an alternative fuel 

that has already been developed to technological 

maturity and commercialised. It is made from waste 

fats, vegetable oils or algae and generates signifi-

cantly less CO2 than kerosene when burned. It there-

fore makes sense – economically and environmen-

tally – for airlines to blend it with their regular fuel, 

especially on long-haul flights. In the short to medium 

term, it could become the most important biofuel in 

aviation. Experts estimate that over the entire life-

cycle, its use could reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

by up to 80 per cent when compared with fossil kero-

sene. However, this biofuel comes with one significant 

drawback: Producing bio-kerosene for aviation pur-

poses requires extensive space for algae farming,  

but suitable areas are limited. Growing algae on land  

instead is not a viable alternative because it would 

encroach on farm land required for food production. 

For the time being, bio-kerosene will therefore mainly 

be an option for blending.

In addition, both alternative fuels come with a dis-

advantage in terms of cost as they are still two to 

three times more expensive than regular kerosene. 

However, given the environmental urgency and  

the considerable sales potential, there could be  

Production of biodiesel from algae at  

a plant in the Netherlands. The algae 

are grown in tanks and sub sequently 

turned into fuel using a special pro

cessing technique. Research is being 

conducted into methods that could 

make this process more efficient and 

cost effective.

Fuel Price per litre

HEFA-SPK biofuel US$ 0.70–1.60

Synthetic PtL fuel US$ 1.00–2.50

Kerosene US$ 0.25–0.60

Climate-friendly oil production as a substitute for crude oil
(power-to-liquid method)

Sustainable aircraft fuels are not  
competitive in terms of cost

26

Source: Deutsche Welle.

Source: Based on IEA information as at March 2019. Com

parison relates to crude oil prices of US$ 50–100 per barrel.  

See www.iea.org/newsroom/news/2019/march/areaviation 

biofuelsreadyfortakeoff.html
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political support for commercialisation, particularly  

in Europe. So far, the aviation industry has not been 

paying for the damage it causes to the climate. Quite 

the opposite: it enjoys subsidies and tax exemptions 

all over the world. Kerosene, too, is exempt from tax  

at an international level. But how much longer will  

this be the case?

Other possible leverage points

In addition to industrialising alternative fuels, airlines 

could also invest in updating and upgrading their 

fleets in order to reduce their climate impact. On  

average, each new generation of aircraft uses 25 per 

cent less kerosene and emits correspondingly less 

CO2. New engines, more efficient turbines, optimised 

aerodynamics and lower weight are technical fea-

tures that offer substantial scope for improvement. 

Technological developments in the field of hybrid 

and electric propulsion are more long-term solutions, 

and mainly for short-haul flights. But according to  

experts, these technologies will not play a significant 

part in reducing emissions from air travel in the next 

two decades. 

  Projected emission level  
if no action is taken

 Carbon-neutral growth from 2020
 Gross emissions trajectory

  Aircraft technology (known), operational  
and infrastructure measures

 Biofuels and radical new technologies

 Economic measures

Source: IATA.

Key levers for climate neutrality
Factors influencing the reduction of CO2 emissions
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Anne-Katrin Leonard
ESG Analyst in the Research 
& Investment Strategy team 
of Portfolio Management  
at Union Investment
anne-katrin.leonard@ 
union-investment.de

Climate neutrality as a 
competitive advantage

The global fall in carbon emissions as a result of 

the COVID-19 crisis does not constitute a struc-

tural shift towards stronger climate protection. 

The focus should be on the economic stimulus 

packages and state aid measures that govern-

ments adopt to manage the crisis. Combining 

these with sustainability targets can help to 

prevent any slackening of climate protection  

efforts as the adverse impact of the coronavirus 

crisis unfolds. This could also apply for the avia-

tion sector, which is likely to remain a major 

contributor to global demand for petroleum- 

based products until 2040. At present, the indus-

try is still a long way from fulfilling its climate 

targets under the Paris agreement. In this con-

text, investors have to ask themselves which 

companies in the aviation sector have the best 

response to the changing external factors and 

the associated higher costs. And which are suc-

cessfully using the growth of the industry to 

present themselves in a positive light compared 

to the competition? Airlines have to make a 

choice: They can stick to a business-as-usual  

approach and adapt to new developments when 

they become established, or they can take pro-

active steps and play a part in shaping the  

future of the industry. Those who choose to be 

pioneers can secure a lasting competitive edge 

in a hotly contested market. As a first step, we 

would advise companies to include an appro-

priate representation of their climate risks in 

their reporting and to quantify the financial  

impact of climate change on their business 

model, in order to strengthen the resilience of 

the business strategy. We are engaging in tar-

geted discussions on this topic with companies 

from the transport sector.

# Institute of Jet Propulsion and  
Turbomachinery (IFAS)
The University of Braunschweig’s IFAS is a highly renowned institute in the field 
of turbomachinery. It is a member of the Cluster of Excellence for Sustainable  
and Energy Efficient Aviation (SE²A).

Professor Jens Friedrichs
University of Braunschweig
Institute of Jet Propulsion and  
Turbomachinery

Professor Friedrichs, what flight propulsion technologies 
will we be using in 2050? 
If we disregard the current COVID-19 crisis for a moment and look 30 

years ahead, all aircraft will be constructed in a way that makes them 

lighter and drastically reduces drag. They will have different propulsion 

systems. Fully electric air travel will only be a realistic option for very 

short flights and small planes. Propulsion systems that use electric mo-

tors and hydrogen or fuel cells would also be an option. Long-haul or 

heavy cargo flights will probably use synthetically produced kerosene.  

What technological innovations could boost this process 
and potentially hold opportunities for investors?
We are going to see a transformation that will affect many systems 

and therefore open up a wide range of opportunities for bold inves-

tors and new technologies. The thermal management of propulsion 

systems, for example, could be an interesting aspect. Disposing of  

the waste heat generated by electrical components is actually very 

challenging in cruise flight. In addition, there will be a lot more on-

board sensor technology because planes will become auto-controlled 

to a much greater extent.

In your opinion, at what point could alternative fuels  
realistically become competitive compared with conven-
tional kerosene?
In addition to technological aspects, we also need to take economies 

of scale and regulatory interventions into account in order to answer 

this question. A crucial factor will be the extent to which a techno-

logy will manage to penetrate all areas of the transport sector. This  

is very important with regard to economies of scale. I believe it would 

make a lot of sense to pursue hydrogen-based technology, i.e. using 

hydrogen for interim energy storage and to propel heavy-duty vehi-

cles and planes. Hydrogen has excellent properties for energy stor-

age and is an intermediate product in the generation of synthetic 

kerosene. And while synthetic kerosene will always be relatively ex-

pensive, the relative production costs of hydrogen will be lower and 

it will therefore become the fuel of choice for all applications that  

exceed the reach of batteries but do not necessarily require kerosene. 
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“Balancing conflicting objectives 
is practically part of the job 

description of a sustainability-
oriented asset manager.”

Not letting ‘perfect’  
be the enemy of ‘good’

The importance of credibility 
in sustainable asset management

Dr Henrik Pontzen 
Head of Sustainability (ESG)  

in Portfolio Management  
at Union Investment

Naturally, we want our portfolios  

to be a credible reflection of our 

understanding of sustainability. 

Strictly speaking, this would require us  

to maintain very concentrated portfolios, 

because only a limited number of compa-

nies currently meet the highest standards 

of sustainability. But on the other hand, 

we also want to deliver steady returns  

for our customers, and this requires diver-

sification. 

How do we handle these conflicting  

objectives? The answer lies in transfor-

mation. From our perspective as a sus-

tainable investor, many companies have 

no real prospect of transformation –  

either because they cannot adapt their 

business model to minimum sustainability 

standards or, worse than that, because 

they do not want to. Such companies are 

simply of no interest to us as an investor. 

However, there are also many companies 

that have embarked on a journey towards 

improving their sustainability track re-

cord, for example by reducing their emis-

sions or adapting their business model. 

For us, it is essential to champion compa-

nies with a genuine desire to transform 

and to use our engagement activities to 

support them on their journey. This is why, 

at its core, our sustainability approach is 

also a transformation approach. Our cred-

ibility is reflected in our efforts to gener-

ate resources. These resources enable us 

to gain a deeper insight into companies, 

to assess them more effectively and more 

thoroughly and to support their improve-

ment plans with creativity and drive. This 

helps us to identify companies with a 

credible vision for a future-proof strategy 

and, in turn, boosts our own credibility, 

because we address the existing conflict 

of objectives transparently and honestly 

and try to resolve it in the best way pos-

sible. And when we say ‘the best way pos-

sible’, we acknowledge that there is no 

clear-cut solution that fully satisfies every-

one involved. We simply try to find a 

good middle ground. 

We believe that this approach is more 

productive than applying strict exclusion 

criteria – both for our work as portfolio 

managers and for our customers. At the 

end of the day, strict exclusions do not 

solve problems – the issues just get left 

for someone else to resolve. In addition, 

strict exclusion criteria also conflict with 

the need to diversify. And yes, we do take 

the view that sustainable, steady returns 

are an element of sustainability, too. But 

there is also a strong argument against 

exclusions which has nothing to do with 

performance. Some may strive for per-

fection by applying high thresholds and 

strict exclusion criteria. But in doing so, 

they fail to see that we will not get a han-

dle on climate change – the most pressing 

challenge of our time – by getting only 

the best companies on board. We regard 

it as a crucial part of our role to construc-

tively support those companies that are 

not yet top of their class, but are keen to 

catch up. We have to keep these compa-

nies onside and help them to improve – 

not least to preserve our customers’ capi-

tal. This is why we maintain a dialogue on 

sustainability topics with so many compa-

nies, even if we are not holding shares in 

them at present. The aim is to encourage 

as many companies as possible to move in 

the right direction. The remainder – those 

who are unwilling or lack ambition – will 

sooner or later fall behind. Our mantra is 

to avoid the bad apples, support improve-

ment and transform those who are will-

ing. By following this approach, we aim to 

fulfil our own aspirations and meet our 

customers’ expectations. Our record may 

turn out not to be perfect – but it will 

show that we are changing things for the 

better. 
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A year of controversy 
and success
For Union Investment, 2019 was both a busy  
and a successful year in terms of its sustainability 
activities. We take a look back.

T here were many highly promising 

developments on the engage-

ment front. These included Union 

Investment’s many contributions to the 

debate at annual general meetings, which 

often raised controversial issues and  

attracted a great deal of media atten tion. 

One example was Bayer’s annual general 

meeting, at which Union Investment re-

fused to ratify the actions of Chairman  

of the Board of Management Werner Bau-

mann due to the much-criticised Mon-

santo acquisition and the resulting legal 

risks.

Raising public awareness is important 

but, behind the scenes, Union Investment 

also participated in numerous initiatives 

and achieved results – both big and 

small – by engaging in dialogue with 

management teams. After meetings with 

Union Investment, RWE and BASF said 

that they would in future examine whe-

ther and to what extent their lobbying 

activity was compatible with the Paris  

climate agreement. This represents signi-

ficant progress because the two DAX 

companies are among Germany’s largest 

producers of CO2 emissions. A commit-

ment to the targets agreed in Paris should 

therefore make a real difference. 

Collaborative engagement 
through Climate Action 100+

Asset managers can often achieve signi-

ficant success by teaming up with others. 

This was the case for a number of mile-

stones that Union Investment reached  

as part of the investor initiative Climate 

Action 100+ (CA100+) last year. For exam-

ple, oil giant Shell has now linked its exe-

cutives’ remuneration to binding climate 

targets. This constitutes major progress 

and means that Shell’s most senior man-

agement receive financial incentives   

US

Japan

China

UK

Germany

Taiwan

France

Australia

Canada

South Korea

*  Total UnionVote activities  

2018: 2,288; 2019: 2,338

Source: Union Investment, as at 31 December 2019.

584

320

219

170

143

83

80

76

73

66

Distribution of votes at AGMs by country
UnionVote activities were up slightly on the record level reached in 2018*

Asset managers can often
achieve significant success by
teaming up with others. 

At Bayer’s 2019 

annual general meeting, Union Investment 

refused to ratify the actions of Chairman of the Board of 

Management Werner Baumann due to the Monsanto acquisition.
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In the Carbon Disclosure Project, Union 
Investment and more than 800 other 

institutional investors support the world’s 
largest database of company-relevant 

environmental information.

> 100
Union Investment has participated in more 
than 100 engagement campaigns as part of 
the investor initiative Climate Action 100+. 

to work towards the group’s climate tar-

gets. Shell’s rival BP has also agreed to  

adjust its business strategy to reflect the 

climate targets agreed in Paris. 

Union Investment has been part of Cli-

mate Action 100+ since 2017 and has  

participated in more than 100 of the ini-

tiative’s campaigns, in some cases as lead 

investor. The campaigns always centre  

on three core points. Firstly, companies 

should limit their greenhouse gas emis-

sions in order to reach the climate target 

agreed in Paris. The second area of em-

phasis is the improvement of corporate 

governance to ensure that companies’ 

leadership and incentive structures do 

not get in the way of reaching emissions 

targets. The third focus is greater trans-

parency in companies’ climate-related  

reporting. All three of these are expected 

to become even more relevant in the 

years ahead.

Involvement in other initiatives

There are also opportunities to achieve 

common goals in cooperation with other 

sustainability-oriented investors. For ex-

ample, Union Investment is a member  

of the SDGs in Active Ownership working 

group, which champions responsible  

investment in accordance with the Unit-

ed Nations Principles for Responsible In-

vestment (UNPRI). The asset managers, 

insurance companies and banks in the 

working group seek new ways of engag-

ing with companies in order to streng-

then the 17 sustainable development 

goals. The working group’s engagement 

with Daimler was one of its success sto-

ries in 2019. In future, the automotive  

giant will check its supply chains for bat-

tery components more carefully. Union 

Investment is also involved in the Carbon 

Disclosure Project, in which more than 

800 institutional investors support the 

world’s largest database of company- 

relevant environmental information in 

order to provide the transparency need-

ed for engagement dialogue and to gain 

a full picture of emissions producers.  

Ultimately, our customers should have  

an investment that not only is sustainable 

but also offers a healthy return. 

Martin Hampel
Senior financial communication  
specialist at Union Investment

Coal mining and coal-fired power stations are a controversial topic, 

particularly when suppliers are involved in questionable practices.

Successful engagement

Enel: more sustainable supply chain

In 2010, Italian energy company Enel formed the  

Bettercoal initiative in cooperation with other coal 

importers, such as German utility RWE. The initiative 

is supposed to advocate responsible coal mining  

and coal supply chains worldwide. However, it has 

come under fire as a type of greenwashing. One of  

its members is coal producer Drummond, which is  

accused of cooperating with right-wing paramilitary 

forces at coal mines and violating human rights in 

Colombia. There is also ongoing controversy about 

the pollution generated by mining activity.

Union Investment and other investors together ex-

erted pressure on Enel and RWE about their involve-

ment with Bettercoal as it exposes them to reputa-

tional, litigation and liability risks. During talks with 

Enel and in our speech at RWE’s annual general 

meeting, we repeatedly criticised Bettercoal – with 

success. Enel stopped working with Drummond in 

2019. RWE has not severed ties with Drummond but, 

along with some of its competitors, is now using its 

own on-site observers to monitor working conditions. 

SAP: improved corporate governance

For investors, corporate governance can provide  

useful early warning signs of risks. Union Investment 

regards it as part of its fiduciary duty to pursue im-

provements in corporate governance for the benefit 

of investors where necessary. This was the case at 

German software company SAP, which was ranked 29 

out of 30 in the 2016 Union Investment DAX Study. 

This poor performance reflected problems in the fol-

lowing areas: excessive numbers of board positions 

held by individual Supervisory Board members, a lack 

of diversity in the company, independence-related  

issues, and transparency issues.

After the study, we engaged in intensive dialogue 

about corporate governance with representatives 

from SAP. We spoke to the chairman of the Supervi-

sory Board, the Chief Financial Officer and the Head 

of Sustainability. Our engagement proved to be a 

wake-up call for the software firm, which resolved 

the problems and went on to secure fourth place in 

the corporate governance category in the 2019 DAX 

Study. SAP thus achieved the fastest rise through  

the rankings ever. 

Constructive dialogue with software firm SAP 

resulted in a significant improvement in 

the company’s corporate governance 

ranking.
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Annual general meetings in 2019
As an internationally active shareholder, Union Investment  

attended and voted at a total of 2,338 annual general meetings 

in 28 countries last year. This represents a further small increase 

in such activity compared with the previous year. 

Union Investment also had 535 company contacts in 43 coun-

tries in connection with UnionVoice activities. Many of them 

addres sed environmental, social and corporate governance 

(ESG) issues.

Number of engagement activities

US: 124 | Germany: 123 | France: 32 | UK: 30 | Netherlands: 22
Japan: 20 | Canada: 17 | Spain: 17 | Switzerland: 15 | Sweden: 13

The US moved into first place  

in our engagement activities for 

the first time, closely followed 

by Germany. The number of  

activities in the UK was down 

significantly year on year. Swe-

den has joined the group of 

countries with the most engage-

ment activities. 

The majority of UnionVoice  

activities (56 per cent) focused 

on the environment in 2019.  

A further 25.3 per cent con-

cerned corporate governance,  

and 18.7 per cent addressed  

social issues. 

Once again, the nomination  

and formal approval of the 

management board was the 

dominant voting issue. The  

second-largest topic area was 

investor motions on various  

climate-related issues, contro-

versial takeovers and impend-

ing legal risks. These account  

for 18.5 per cent and are grou-

ped together under ‘Other’.

UnionVoice 2019
The ten countries with the most engagement activities (%)

UnionVoice activities, broken down by ESG criteria
The majority of ESG engagements in 2019  

focused on the environment

Voting activities by issue
UnionVote covers many aspects of sustainability, from CO2 emissions and  

controversial takeovers to impending legal risks

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

The number of AGMs at which 

Union Investment exercised its 

voting rights and, in some cases, 

also its right to speak rose by 50.

UnionVote 2019
Union Investment participated in 2,338 AGMs, which was slightly higher than  

the record number in 2018*

257

836

1,046

1,247 1,220

1,543

1,900

2,288 2,338

Source: Union Investment,          as at 31 December 2019.

E (environment)

410

137

186

36 37

*  Total UnionVote activities  

2018: 2,288; 2019: 2,338

G (corporate governance)S (social)
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First of all, we found that securities from companies with sus

tainable business models fared better than their competitors in 

the first months of 2020 and in the context of the coronavirus 

crisis. To establish this, a team of Union Investment researchers 

created a basket of ESG equities contained in the MSCI World 

index and analysed its performance in the first quarter of 2020 

in greater detail. The study only covers a limited period and the 

collation of relevant information is still ongoing, but we can  

already establish as a preliminary finding that ESG strategies 

have been delivering a more robust performance in the current 

crisis than the market as a whole. 

Learning from disasters – the ability to  
transform is becoming more important

We are also beginning to realise that the postcoronavirus world 

will be a different one. Many industries will have to reinvent 

themselves and adapt to new circumstances. In this respect, the 

coronavirus crisis has been a global stress test that has given us 

a taste of what the world is likely to face – on a much greater 

scale – in the fight against the climate crisis. The controversy 

surrounding a potential scrappage scheme to help the German 

automotive industry overcome the adverse impact of the coro

navirus crisis illustrates the complexity of the issue. The truth is 

that timelier efforts to transform the industry could have put the 

automotive sector in a much better position to face this crisis. 

Across all industries, the future success or failure of companies 

will now depend on their ability to transform. This aspect is also 

an investment topic that plays an increasingly important part in 

the sustainability assessment of securities.

The aforementioned observations underpin Union Investment’s 

transformation strategy and support our ideas on how to further 

develop and implement sustainability. As part of our approach, 

we will focus not only on retrospective criteria, but also much 

more strongly on futureoriented aspects. Companies that have 

a plausible and fitforpurpose climate strategy and are able to 

implement it successfully will continue to benefit from the sup

port of Union Investment as a responsible, longterm investor. 

To win the fight against climate change, we must back not only 

those companies that have already reached the goal of climate 

neutrality, but also those who are making a genuine effort to 

get there.

Simply excluding companies does not solve  
the problem 

Sustainability should not be a utopian ideal but rather a process. 

On this basis, Union Investment will also specifically target com

panies that are making a genuine effort to transform, and will 

support them as an active investor. This principle also plays a part 

in our approach to fossil energy sources and coalbased power 

generation, which is very harmful to the climate. In this context, 

Union Investment decided in February 2020 to stop investing  

in securities from coal mining companies and energy producers  

that obtain at least 25 per cent of their revenue from coalbased  

power generation, and to dispose of all existing positions in such 

companies. But an exclusion is always a measure of last resort. 

Before we take this final step, we review carefully whether the 

companies in question might have a viable climate and transfor

mation strategy which provides credible evidence that a reorgani

sation and a reduction in carbon emissions can be expected. Ex

cluding companies indiscriminately without regard for plausible 

climate strategies would impede the transformation and would 

therefore not be in the interest of sustainability. Rash exclusions 

will not solve problems – but successful transformation can.

Prevention is better than cure

A painful lesson of the coronavirus crisis is that prevention is 

better (and cheaper) than cure. This has directed the spotlight 

onto the healthcare and social systems of countries. In terms of 

sustainability, strengthening these systems as a precautionary 

measure constitutes an investment rather than an expense. This 

investment could have saved lives and prevented some of the 

unnecessary economic toll of this crisis. 
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Transformation 
through greater 

sustainability
For people and markets alike, the coronavirus pandemic  

has turned into a global stress test. There are  
clear indications that sustainability issues will become  

increasingly important in several respects.

T he impact of the COVID19 pandemic has become tangi

ble in many places and Frankfurt is no exception. One 

consequence of note is that Union Investment was forced 

to cancel this year’s Sustainability Conference. The organisers 

took this decision based on recommendations from political and 

medical authorities and their own firm belief that protecting the 

health of everyone involved ought to be the highest priority.  

Under the prevailing circumstances, it would have been impossi

ble to deliver the event in a safe and enjoyable way. Of course, 

our sustainability analysts at Union Investment continue to moni

tor and analyse the impact of the pandemic very closely, and we 

have already gained a number of valuable insights for the future.

Like many other places, Frankfurt is keenly feeling the impact of the coronavirus pandemic. 

The global economy is facing huge challenges in adapting to this new environment. 
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